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Jeff Ferguson, percussion
Matt Calkins, sax
Vikki Cox, trumpet
PROGRAM

GOSPEL CHOIR

Help Me Lift Jesus Higher  Fred Hammond
Jeff Warren, soloist

Blessed  Fred Hammond
Nathan Wagoner, soloist

Will You Be There  Michael Jackson
Kenneth Bakke, David Nguyen and Soteria Moli, soloists

Worship The Lord  Byron Cage
Shenea Davis, soloist

SOLO PROJECT: Jeff Warren

GOSPEL ENSEMBLE

Praise Up  Karen Clark Sheard
Shenea Davis, soloist

Man In The Mirror  Michael Jackson
Jameson Tabor, soloist

I'm Waiting On The Lord  Richard Smallwood
Yvonne Stubbs, soloist

Now Behold The Lamb  Kirk Franklin
Yasha Stubbs and Seli Thomas, soloists

Let The Praise Begin  Fred Hammond
Neil Thurston, soloist

INTERMISSION

SOLO PROJECT: Katrina Morehouse, Neil Thurston

GOSPEL SINGERS

Psalm 150  J. Moss
Jameson Tabor, soloist

The Best Is Yet To Come  Carlton Pearson

Have You Heard About The Baby  Three Mo’ Tenors

In The Sanctuary  Kurt Carr

UO MASS CHOIR

You Brought The Sunshine  Twinkie Clark
Nichelle Hernandez, soloist

We Are The World  Michael Jackson

With All Of My Might  Byron Cage

* * *

GOSPEL CHOIR PERSONNEL

Flannery Alber  Kayla Johnson  Rebecca Salvage
Kenneth Bakke  Han-Eul Kim  Angelica Sather Hodgetts
Aaron Cheung  Issei Kojima  Laurel Shetler
Arielle Dahl  Fumio Kono  Abigail Snouffer
Shenea Davis  Erica Laing  Amber Sohn
Bradley Engel  Ryoko Makiguchi  Natasha Steinmann
Alexa Engelmann  Olivia Manwarren  Emma Stuart
Jonathan Gedeon  Kierstyn McClothin  Kazuki Tsujimura
Mimi Gomalo  Soteria Moli  Howard Wang
Katie Hardgrove  Akane Mori  Jeff Warren
Ryu Hokazono  Kiauna Reeder  Kelsey Wood
Alison Hunter  Kayla Johnson  Rebecca Salvage